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1. Introduction 
 
1.1. SAP Vora 

 
SAP Vora is a distributed in-memory engine both in cloud and on premise 
which provides you with various processing engines for different data types 
such as Relational Engine, Time Series, Graph, Document Store, Disk-to-
Memory Accelerator and a web UI to allow you to develop your data 
scenarios using visual artifacts. It extends the Spark execution engine and 
sits in the Hadoop Ecosystem. 
 

1.2. SAP Vora in Amazon Web services (AWS) Marketplace 
 
SAP Vora Production Edition is a public cloud solution offering SAP Vora in 
Amazon Marketplace.  This AWS Marketplace offering provides SAP Vora 
Console for provisioning and managing Vora on Hortonworks Data Platform 
Hadoop distribution. The marketplace Image (AMI) can be used to launch 
and create a fully functional SAP Vora cluster.  
 
By launching Marketplace AMI, we get an EC2 instance which is of node type 
“ManagerVora” (also referred as Manager). This instance has SAP Vora 
Console application that is used to launch and configure an optimal cluster.  
 
The Vora Console application is running in the instance under Docker. This 
application serves as provisioning and orchestrating engine. 
 
The overview of the SAP Vora in AWS is shown in figure below: 
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1.2.1.  Vora Cluster Composition 
 
When the marketplace AMI is launched, an instance of type ManagerVora 
node is created. The Vora console runs on manager node/instance. Once the 
instance passes 2x2 checks in AWS, Vora console is available and can be 
accessed by using the public IP address of the instance.  
The console is used to set up an optimal cluster to start with. The optimal 
cluster comprises of Manager, Master, Worker and Worker2 node types.  
The cluster is created within the AWS Virtual Private Cloud, which is secured 
by firewall settings of security group. More nodes of type DataVora can be 
added to the cluster for scaling. 
 
Below figure shows the different nodes of an optimal cluster. 
 

 
 

1.2.2.  Ambari 
 

Apache Ambari is an open source licensed under Apache 2.0 license. Ambari 
server is installed on the “ManagerVora” node (manager instance) and 
comes built in with marketplace AMI. Apache Ambari provides APIs which 
are used for Hadoop cluster provisioning and management 
 

1.2.3. Vora Manager and Vora Tools 
 
Vora Manager provides a web UI for managing Vora services and node 
assignments. Vora Tools provide a web UI for viewing and exporting data in 
tables and views, an SQL editor for creating and running SQL scripts and a 
modeler for creating data models. 
Both these tools provide APIs, which are used by Vora Console to automate 
cluster management.   

 
1.2.4. Zeppelin 
 
Zeppelin is an open source tool under Apache License 2.0. It is web-based 
notebook that enables interactive data analytics. Interactive browser-based 
notebooks enable data engineers, data analysts and data scientists to be 
more productive by developing, organizing, executing, and sharing data code 
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and visualizing results without referring to the command line or cluster 
details. 

 
1.2.5. Makerr Updates: Continuous Delivery and Deployment 

 
On the backend of the Vora console is a webserver powered by Makerr, the 
orchestration engine. The Makerr runs in a Docker container.  The Makerr 
deployment consists of a package including Makerr binary, set of scripts, 
configuration files and other additional dependencies. 
Using dockerized application helps us to continuously deliver new versions 
in the form of updates to the customer.  When SAP uploads the latest Makerr 
patches to Update server the customer gets a notification on the Vora 
console regarding the new patch. Customer can download and deploy this 
new Makerr patches on the running cluster.  
 
This technique helps customers to get latest Makerr updates on their 
running Manager instance, without launching a new instance. 
 
Note: This feature is available only for Makerr patches and not for Vora or 
other patches. 

 
1.3. Bill of Material 

 
Below is the Bill of Material for a typical Vora Cluster: 
 

• Vora 1.4.12 
• Apache Ambari 2.4.3 as Cluster Provisioning Tool 
• Spark 1.6.2 
• Hadoop Distribution – HDP 2.5.3.0 
• Zeppelin 0.7.2 
• Centos 7.2 

 
2. Getting Started 

 
2.1. Prerequisites 

 
Below are the prerequisites that needs to be met for launching a fully 
function SAP Vora Cluster in AWS: 

• Amazon Web Services (AWS) account. Create AWS account or use 
existing account 

• AWS Access Key and Secret Key 
• AWS Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) setup 
• AWS Security Group setup 
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• Google Chrome (version 24 or higher) 
 

Below are the links to How To’s Guide which gives a step by step information 
on how to create a VPC and Security Group with required ports in AWS. 

• Create VPC in AWS:  
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-
vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/AWS+Step+by+Step+guide+to+create+VP
C+for+SAP+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition+Edition.pdf 
 

• Create Security Group in AWS:  
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-
vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/AWS+Step+by+Step+guide+to+create+Se
curity+Group+for+SAP+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition.pdf 
 

 
2.2. Cluster Provisioning and Setup 

 
Once all the prerequisites are met one can launch an instance using 
Marketplace AMI. Using Vora Console on this instance one can setup and 
administer a fully functional cluster. 
 

Below is the link to How To’s Guide which gives a step by step information on 
how to setup and administer SAP Vora Production Edition cluster in AWS. 

• Cluster Setup and Administration 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-
vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/SAP+HANA+Vora+Cluster+Setup+and+A
dministration+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition.pdf 
 

 
3. Security 

 
This section provides an overview of communication over network and 
security mechanisms used by SAP Vora Console and its component’s web 
consoles. 
Figure below shows the high-level security and communication channels: 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/AWS+Step+by+Step+guide+to+create+VPC+for+SAP+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition+Edition.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/AWS+Step+by+Step+guide+to+create+VPC+for+SAP+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition+Edition.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/AWS+Step+by+Step+guide+to+create+VPC+for+SAP+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition+Edition.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/AWS+Step+by+Step+guide+to+create+Security+Group+for+SAP+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/AWS+Step+by+Step+guide+to+create+Security+Group+for+SAP+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/AWS+Step+by+Step+guide+to+create+Security+Group+for+SAP+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/SAP+HANA+Vora+Cluster+Setup+and+Administration+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/SAP+HANA+Vora+Cluster+Setup+and+Administration+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/SAP+HANA+Vora+Cluster+Setup+and+Administration+Vora+1.4_MarketPlace+Edition.pdf
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3.1. Network Security 

 
It is recommended security practice to have a well-defined network topology 
to control and limit network access to SAP Vora and to apply appropriate 
additional security measures, such as encryption, wherever necessary.  
 
The above target can be achieved through different means, such as separate 
network zones, network firewalls, and through configuration options 
provided by SAP Vora (for example, encryption). 
 
There are various web based administrative clients included as part of AMI, 
which are accessed securely using AWS security group firewall and protected 
by secure channels.  The AWS firewall enables access to these web clients on 
specific inbound ports. 

 

3.1.1. Security Group 
 

AWS Security group acts as a virtual firewall. It is mandatory to use EC2-VPC 
while creating instances to setup Vora cluster. While creating VPC, the 
security group/s must be specified.  
 
Below are the details of the required security group ports: 
 

Application Port 
Vora Manager Console 443, 80 (HTTPS/HTTP) 

Vora Manager UI 9443 (HTTPS) 

Vora Tools 9453 (HTTPS) 
Apache Ambari  8443 (HTTPS) 
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Zeppelin 9099 (HTTPS) 

SSH access to the instance 22 

Communication within the 
cluster nodes 

All the ports to be opened 
within the VPC 

 
It is advised that these inbound ports are opened for the IP addresses of the 
machines from where the various components will be accessed. It is not 
recommended to open the ports to everyone. By default, the outbound ports 
are accessible to all. 

 
3.1.2. Virtual Private Cloud in AWS 

 

 
 

VPC allows to provision logically isolated resources in AWS. Refer to AWS 
VPC documentation https://aws.amazon.com/vpc/ for more details. The VPC 
needs to be specified while launching Amazon EC2 Manager instance.  All the 
instances/nodes in the cluster are also launched in the same VPC during 
cluster configuration. 
 
 

3.2. Access Management 
 

The Vora Console is accessed using the public IP address of manager instance 
(https://<public IP of manager>). After successful authentication and 
authorization, you can use the console for configuring the cluster. 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/vpc/
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Once the cluster is configured and is in running state, Vora is ready for use. 
Various components like Apache Ambari management tools, Vora Manager 
UI, Vora Tools and Zeppelin can be accessed from the links provided on the 
SAP Vora console. These applications are also secured by their own 
authentication methods. 
Below is a table which describes the web clients available and enabled for 
access: 
 

Name URL Port Function SSL Authentication 
SAP Vora 
Console 

https://<public ip 
of manager 
instance> 

443 Single dashboard to 
provision, 
configure, manage, 
monitor and scale 
Vora Cluster 

Yes Password based. 
Password set when 
setting up the cluster 

Apache 
Ambari 

https://<public ip 
of manager 
instance> 

8443 Hadoop cluster 
management 
server which 
provides APIs and 
web client. The 
APIs are used by 
Vora Console back-
end to configure, 
manage and 
monitor the Vora 
cluster 

Yes User: admin 
Password: set by Vora 
console (this 
password is same as 
console password 
when first cluster 
setup is successful) 

Vora Manager 
UI/ Vora UI 

https://<public ip 
of manager 
instance> 

9443 Vora manager 
serves as server to 
Vora Console back-
end and used to 
setup and manage 
Vora cluster. 

Yes User: admin 
Password: set by Vora 
console (this 
password is same as 
console password 
when first cluster 
setup is successful) 

Vora Tools https://<public ip 
of manager 
instance> 

9453 This is web UI to 
view, export data 
tables, SQL editor 
and modeler  

Yes User: admin 
Password: set by Vora 
console (this 
password is same as 
console password 
when first cluster 
setup is successful) 

Zeppelin https://<public ip 
of manager 
instance> 

9099 Web based 
notebook 

Yes User: admin 
this password is same 
as console password 
when first cluster 
setup is successful 

 

3.2.1. Authentication and Authorization 
 

On top of security provided by the firewall, the instances access is to be 
authenticated and authorized to the user of the cluster. It is achieved through 
following measures. 
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User Authentication and Authorization  
 

• Vora Console 
The authorization to access an SAP Vora Console is based on user 
authentication using the access key and secret access key from AWS. 
These keys are authenticated to ensure that they are valid and  
belong to the user of the instance. 

 
• Instance Authentication 

The user authentication flow described above takes part in the 
application layer. In AWS, a self-discovery API describes the instance 
ID at runtime. The application layer invokes management calls against 
this instance with help of the access and secret keys. If the call 
succeeds, then the user has the authorization to manage the instance 
and therefore can also manage SAP Vora. 

 
• Session Authentication 

After successful user authentication in the SAP Vora Console, session 
cookies are used to maintain a session with predefined expiry. Session 
cookies are in encrypted format. The session is a sliding window for a 
session lease. Thus, as the client makes valid calls with sessions 
cookies, the session gets extended with new session cookies which are 
set from the server. If the session cookies expire and the session is 
stale, the client cannot make any more requests. The client is then 
returned to the login page for re-authentication. 

 
• Apache Ambari, Vora Manager, Vora Tools & Zeppelin 

Ambari, Vora manager UI, Vora Tools and Zeppelin has user and 
password based authentication. The default user is “admin”. When we 
setup Vora Manager using Vora console, the console password is set 
as the password for these components as well. The “admin” user 
password can be reset using “Reset Credentials” option on Vora 
Console.  
Note: One needs to enter the AWS credentials to reset the password to 
avoid unintended operations. 
Also, the default password of these components is initially stored in 
encrypted format and is then reset during the first cluster 
configuration with the console password. 
Vora Manager UI and Vora Tools provide their own user management 
functionality. 
 
 
Below are the figures describing the Reset Credential Option on Vora 
Console: 
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Ambari, Vora Manager and Vora tools have a different API for user 
setup.  Makerr leverages powerful Ambari and Vora Manager APIs to 
setup and manage cluster. This API user’s credentials are reset during 
initialization and setup phase. 
It is recommended not to remove API user “voraadmin”.  If this user is 
removed or changed, the Vora console will not serve it’s purpose. 
 

 
3.3. Communication Security 
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This section covers communication security feature implementations used by 
SAP Vora Console for inter-node communication.  SAP Vora Console is 
accessed over Internet using the web browser to exchange information with 
the backend. Any traffic entering the Vora Console instance through the 
front-end web layer is always encrypted with SSL. The administration client 
components have external access and are also encrypted with SSL (HTTPS 
enabled). That means these clients are protected by and can only be accessed 
over SSL/TLS secured network channels.  
 

• Vora Console 
The Vora Console uses communication channel based on TLS/SSL, 
which provides strong server authentication, message privacy and 
integrity of the data. It uses self-signed certificate method to initiate 
secure communication between the server and the browser. 
On top of SSL security all the sensitive information is encrypted using 
PKI. When user enters AWS credentials or any passwords, they are 
secured by encryption. 

 
• Ambari, Vora Manager, Vora Tools and Zeppelin 

Ambari, Vora Manager, Vora Tools and Zeppelin can be accessed on 
their respective ports using a communication channel secured by 
TLS/SSL. 
Note: In Zeppelin settings, the ‘zeppelin.ssl.keystore.password’ has a 
default key store password as value. In Zeppelin configuration, 
encrypted way of using the key store password is not supported.  

 

 
3.4. Storage Security 

 
Below are set of keys and information which needs to be stored for 
authentication, authorization and cloud API access reasons: 

 
• AWS Access and Secret Key 

These keys are entered by the user via front-end and are used to 
authenticate and authorize the user as a valid user of the instance. 
These keys once entered by the user are then encrypted by public key 
of the instance and sent over SSL. On the backend, this information is 
stored in secure store. Only secure store can decrypt the data when 
needed. The private key never leaves the secure store and cannot be 
exposed. During initialization, every instance generates a PKI key pair 
for the first time.  

 
• Console password 

Vora console password is hashed and encrypted and stored in the 
secure vault. When user logs back, the entered password is encrypted 
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and hashed and compared with the stored hash in the vault to 
successfully log back the user. 

 
4. Help and Support 

 
4.1. Community Support 

 
Below is the link to Community Support where you can find answers to your 
questions or post new questions. 
 
https://www.sap.com/community/tag.html?id=73555000100800000134 
 
 

4.2. Additional Links 
 

• SAP Vora 1.4 – Intro and Overview 
https://blogs.sap.com/2017/03/29/sap-vora-1.4-intro-and-
overview/ 

 
• FAQ: 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-
vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/SAP+Vora+FAQ.pdf 
 
 
 
 

  

https://www.sap.com/community/tag.html?id=73555000100800000134
https://blogs.sap.com/2017/03/29/sap-vora-1.4-intro-and-overview/
https://blogs.sap.com/2017/03/29/sap-vora-1.4-intro-and-overview/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/SAP+Vora+FAQ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sap-vora/prod/1.4.0.12/guides/SAP+Vora+FAQ.pdf
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Important Disclaimers and Legal Information 
 

Coding Samples 
 
Any software coding and/or code lines / strings ("Code") included in this 
documentation are only examples and are not intended to be used in a 
productive system environment. The Code is only intended to better explain and 
visualize the syntax and phrasing rules of certain coding. SAP does not warrant 
the correctness and completeness of the Code given herein, and SAP shall not be 
liable for errors or damages caused by the usage of the Code, unless damages 
were caused by SAP intentionally or by SAP's gross negligence. 
 
Accessibility 
 
The information contained in the SAP documentation represents SAP's current 
view of accessibility criteria as of the date of publication; it is in no way intended 
to be a binding guideline on how to ensure accessibility of software products. 
SAP in particular disclaims any liability in relation to this document. This 
disclaimer, however, does not apply in cases of willful misconduct or gross 
negligence of SAP. Furthermore, this document does not result in any direct or 
indirect contractual obligations of SAP. 
 
Gender-Neutral Language 
 
As far as possible, SAP documentation is gender neutral. Depending on the 
context, the reader is addressed directly with "you", or a gender-neutral noun 
(such as "sales person" or "working days") is used. If when referring to members 
of both sexes, however, the third-person singular cannot be avoided or a gender-
neutral noun does not exist, SAP reserves the right to use the masculine form of 
the noun and pronoun. This is to ensure that the documentation remains 
comprehensible. 
 
Internet Hyperlinks 
 
The SAP documentation may contain hyperlinks to the Internet. These 
hyperlinks are intended to serve as a hint about where to find related 
information. SAP does not warrant the availability and correctness of this related 
information or the ability of this information to serve a purpose. SAP shall not be 
liable for any damages caused by the use of related information unless damages 
have been caused by SAP's gross negligence or willful misconduct. All links are 
categorized for transparency (see: http://help.sap.com/disclaimer).  
SAP HANA  

 


